
Step 1 - Unscrew the TOP from the storage nut. Grab and remove the TOP UNIT and the BATTERY PACK.

Step 2 - Insert the Battery Pack ***** BRASS POLES UP***** and place into the TOP BLACK NUT.

Step 3 - Place the TOP Unit into the upper Black Nut.

Step 4 - Screw clockwise until tight, then give a snug to make sure it is secure (HAND TIGHT ONLY) Thanks You!
Step 5 - The unit is adjustable for multi heights. Grap the Black nut to adust up/down as desired.

4 AAA BATTERIES INC.

This is the BATTERY PACK and 

we ship all ZVTee's with 

Batteries. However should 

you need to change them, it 

takes 4 AAA. It may be hard to 

see the + & - so use this 

pattern to load.

Close and snap the BATTERY 

PACK lid shut. Turn it over so 

the BRASS POLES are facing 

up and reload into the Black 

Nut.

OUTSIDE USE: If you are in direct bright sunshine the light can be seen but slight. Just a minimum amount of shade like a tree or even a cloud will make a 

huge performance difference. This is an electronic devise, do not use outside in the rain.

Want to work on higher pitches? Put the ZVTee on top of the Bucket and adjust as needed (you might need to add weight inside the bucket)

Step 6 - The unit should be ready to go. To test, press down on the fiber optic cables for 2 seconds and release. 

The light should flash for .4 seconds of on time. FYI this ontime can be programmed from .1 sec - .9 sec depending 

on the batters ability. Also a longer ontime can help in extreme sun for outdoor use.

Place a ball firmly on top of the unit and hit the ball. Ask the batter to call out the color, and repeat! Warning, DO NOT hit below the Rubber Topper and into the Fiber 

Optic Unit/Aluminum Housing area. Hitting this area will cause serious damage and will void the warranty.

QUICK ASSEMBLY / START UP

Warning: avoid using the ZVTee in the batters box or in the dirt. Inevitably the batter will knock the Tee over and if sand/dirt gets into the throat/rubber topper 

it may jam the spring mechanism and the unit will not spring back up freely. Use on grass/turf/hard surface/indoor

Factory setting for the LIGHT "ON TIME" is .4 seconds after contact. You can program the "ON TIME" from a minimum flash of .1 sec to .9 sec. 

See Instructions on back, or go to www.zvtee.com and click the HOW TO USE page.

NOTICE: You  have a full one year warranty, if you have any issues email dan@zvtee.com , call, or text 302-236-2781 for assistance.                           

**********YOU CAN CHANGE & PROGRAM HOW LONG THE LIGHT STAYS ON AFTER THE BALL HAS BEEN HIT***********   See instructions Changing 

the light "ON TIME" on back or visit www.zvtee.com and click HOW TO USE page.

VISIT US AT  www.zvtee.com

NOTE: the fiber optic bristles are spring loaded, pushing them down starts the program. If you put the ball (particularly a baseball) gently on the top, it may not push the 

fibers down to actuate the light sequence. If no light is present after hitting, it may be because the spring wasn't pushed down completely. 

Directions for use



The ZVTee was born from partner/owner/batting Coach Baron Stevenson & Coach Shawn Eisemann's vision and passion to effectively train baseball and 

softball students of the game to make true and pure contact - with laser focus on bat to ball contact. Their philosophy of you "gotta see it to hit it" inspired 

the concept of eliminating all the external effort to coerce a batter to watch the ball at contact, and add a multi capable light source directly at the point of 

contact. The product engineering team has truly captured their vision perfectly and also added a much needed element of fun to Tee work. Coach wants 

the student to be disciplined and strive for perfect contact off the ZVTee, so in live pitching your likely contact is true and pure. The ultimate way to use 

the ZVTee to perfection is to keep the Rubber Topper as motionless as possible after contact, and this will also give the fastest and truest light flash 

possible. If your hitting the ball too low, you will also hit a lot of the Rubber Topper, and force it to bend over. The Tee is designed to operate either way, 

but the instant feedback is less than pure contact when the Topper bends over. For the beginner, there is likely to be a lot of Rubber and ball being hit, so 

focusing on calling out the color will train your eyes to be on the ball at contact. This will greatly enhance your personal ability to take it to the next level. 

For more experienced hitters and batters who have spent time training on the ZVTee ready to go to the next level, not only focus on calling out the color, 

but also focus on keeping that Rubber Topper as still as possible after contact. Once you can master that, your ability to make true and pure contact on 

demand will dramatically improve. Set goals for yourself or your students, to first call the correct color and then call the correct color without the Rubber 

Topper moving at all. You will be amazed at the results when you face live pitching! 

With your hand, rapidly press down and release the fiber optic bristles 10 times (without making the light illuminate, so be quick) you will see a fluorescent 

blue light illuminate "on" after 10 times. You are now in program mode: For the fastest light flash possible: 

Press and release again 1 time (you will see a white light flash) this is the minimum "on time" at .1 sec. Do nothing else and the fluorescent blue light will 

stay on while it re-programs itself, and will then turn off by itself (approximately 10 sec). You have now re-programed at .1 sec "on time" and ready for 

normal use. It will stay in this mode until the unit is re-programed or the batteries are removed. If the batteries are removed, it will go back to the factory 

setting of .4 sec of "on time".

For longer "on time", while the fluorescent blue light is on, each time you press down and release it will accumulate .1 sec of "on time" (up to 1 full sec or 

10 x pressing down on the bristles). For example, press down and release 6 times, it is now programed for a .6 sec "on time". Do nothing else and the 

fluorescent blue light will stay on while it re-programs itself and will then turn off by itself (approximately 10 sec). You are now re-programed and ready for 

normal use. If you get the sequence out of whack and lose where the timer is, just let the fluorescent blue light go off and start over again. You can also 

unscrew the fiber optic unit and remove the battery pack for 5 seconds (this will put it back at the factory setting) screw the unit back together and start 

over again.  

Your ZVTee is factory programmed to illuminate 5 different light colors in a totally random order. It's normal for 2 colors to shuttle back and forth a couple 

times before changing to a different color. There is no light pattern so the batter can not try to "figure out the sequence" but we do encourage them to try, 

that way the are watching the contact point! When a ball is loaded on the ZVTee Rubber Topper, the program will be in ready mode and may now be hit 

off the Tee. You can also test this operation with your hand - simply press down the Fiber Optic bristles and hold for a minimum of (.5 or 1/2 sec) and 

release. A random light color will turn on, and stay on for (.4 sec) then turn off. Repeat this process as many times as desired and you will get random 

colors each time. The battery life will be determined by the brand, and how many times the light has gone on and off, however you will have 1,000's of 

light on off sequences.  When your Tee is not being used, there is a very slight power draw as it is resting, but power should last months if not in use. As 

the battery is losing power, you will begin to see a weaker light illumination and then will stop working all together - time to change the batteries. 

CHANGING THE LIGHT "ON TIME"

Your ZVTee is factory programmed for the light to turn on immediately after contact, and turn off in .4 sec - so you have .4 sec to see the light flash and call 

the color. However should you wish to alter this light "on time" you can do that. For the advanced batter and the shortest light "on time", you can change 

this to the minimum "on time" of .1 sec. For a batter that may need some additional "on time" you can add up to 1 sec. How to program:

TIPS FROM YOUR ZVTEE COACHES 

YOUR ZVTEE OPERATION 


